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Researchers remain divided on the consequences of market integration. Some argue that openness increases
pressures for social protection; others claim that liberalization constrains policy makers. These debates gloss over
a key link between globalization and domestic politics: the preferences of the electorate. This article argues that
exposure to flows of goods, services, and capital matters for policy attitudes. However, the extent to which signals
from the world economy affect preferences depends on issue domain. Voters respond to signals from the world
economy by demanding less in areas where constrained governments can no longer deliver but more where they still
can. The implication is that while globalization has no consistent influence on general support for government
action, it does matter for the composition of policy preferences. A range of data analyses supports these claims.
Results shed new light on arguments about the effect of globalization on domestic politics.

P
olicy preferences are central to the dialogue
between citizens and their representatives.1

This is especially true for contemporary wel-
fare states where debates revolve around the scope of
the government’s role in the market. The context of
these debates, however, has evolved over time. Econ-
omies have experienced broad structural change,
transitioning from engines of growth tied to domestic
manufacturing to a more stagnant situation resting on
some reliance on a services-based economy, an ex-
panded public sector, and demand from abroad. The
economic crisis which began in 2008 has only made
these changes more acute. Do these changes affect what
citizens expect from their representatives? Does the shift
from a world in which markets and borders are more or
less coterminous to one in which markets cross borders
produce a shift in voter citizen demands for policy
responses? Does globalization influence popular beliefs
about the types of policy outcomes for which govern-
ment should be responsible?

These questions matter for how representative
democracy works. If the majority prefers more
spending on public services, then policy makers are
said to be acting responsively if they increase spend-
ing. But what if ties to the world economy influence

perceptions about the range of possible policy re-
sponses? Mass publics might view spending cuts as
undesirable but at the same time see them as necessary
in the face of externally imposed constraints and, in
turn, demand less from their governments. Or the
public might back liberalizing reforms only if they are
paired with a reinforced safety net. Either way, to the
extent that global economic signals alter public per-
ceptions, then a responsive government should adjust
accordingly, delivering ‘‘less’’ or ‘‘more’’ policy than
previously. Whether such an attendant shift occurs
speaks to globalization’s compatibility with policy
makers’ active representation of citizens’ preferences.

Despite much discussion of how it shapes
policy-maker decisions, scholarship on the political
economy of advanced capitalism has had little to
say about ties between globalization and public
preferences. Studies on the domestic consequences
of engaging markets conceive of ‘‘politics’’ rather
narrowly, in terms of policy outcomes. An exception
is the body of work on trade preferences, most of
which test predictions about the consequences of
free trade as implied by factor endowments and
specific factors models (e.g., Mayda and Rodrik
2005). Much of the research on social-policy
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preferences in comparative perspective also empha-
sizes individual self-interest (e.g., Walter 2010).

This article is also about policy preferences. But
rather than individual self-interest, I focus on how
the constraints imposed by economic globalization
restructure the public’s policy demands. I argue that
the effect of globalization on mass preferences is
specific to issue area. On certain issues, there is broad
agreement regarding globalization’s influence and, thus,
publics can make the connections between economic
pressures and limits on government action. But on
other issues, globalization’s domestic implications are
not readily apparent. The former case characterizes
mass demands for government action in the economy,
while the latter pertains to policy preferences on issues
perceived to be less constrained by a limited room to
maneuver. Weighing their own material considerations
against constraints on policy supply, individuals’ beliefs
about government capacity in world markets affect
their preferences for government action differently
according to different policy area. Globalization, in
short, shapes the composition of mass preferences over
policy. I test this ‘‘balancing demands’’ argument
against those derived from the alternative, more com-
mon, compensation and constraint theories of global-
ization and domestic politics. Statistical analyses of data
covering 19 countries, 20 years, and two levels of analysis
support the balancing-demands argument.

Study findings have implications for the politics
of globalization and for public opinion. For the
former, conventional wisdom has it that to be sustain-
able, opening up markets must be tied to some form of
off-setting compensation for the globalization losers.
Were this true, we should observe a positive associa-
tion between globalization and public preferences for
active labor-market policy, income redistribution, and
stronger safety nets. I find instead that exposure to the
world economy reduces demands for policy to address
these materialist matters. The reason why lies in how
signals from the world economy shape beliefs about the
room to maneuver. Insomuch as globalization raises
questions about the competency of national policy
makers, citizens draw on signals about the world
economy to construct beliefs about policy effectiveness.
Regarding public opinion, many researchers stress the
role of individual self-interest in preference formation.
Class divisions, for example, are said to drive a wedge
between those who demand more public provisions
and those who do not. Rather than emphasizing how
self-interest creates preference divergence, this study
demonstrates how support for policy action varies by
issue. This variation may be understood in terms of
a particular context—exposure to world markets.

The Determinants
of Policy Preferences

Where do policy preferences come from? While
answers to this question touch on a range of factors,
approaches can be broadly classified as either ‘‘eco-
nomic’’ or ‘‘sociological.’’ Economic approaches assume
that policy attitudes derive from individual utilities.
Utility is positively affected by policy actions that increase
material welfare and adversely affected by those which
reduce it. In Meltzer and Richard’s (1981) influential
model, preferences for redistribution increases as the
income of the median voter declines. In the aggregate,
this means that preferences for resource redistribution
will increase under conditions of high-income inequality.
Extending the Meltzer-Richard set-up, Moene and
Wallerstein (2001) model the effect of income inequality
on preferences as depending on how benefits are targeted
via the welfare state. Iversen and Soskice (2001) also
begin with Meltzer-Richard but argue that human capital
matters more than income levels.

Other economics-based accounts emphasize per-
formance rather than distribution. Analyses of aggre-
gate opinion find that public support for government
policy rises during times of strong economic perfor-
mance and declines during slowdowns (Stevenson
2001). Erikson, MacKuen, and Stimson (2002) show
that aggregate sentiment moves with the real economy,
becoming more conservative as price levels rise but
more liberal as unemployment rises. This result finds
parallels in work on issue-specific opinions. For exam-
ple, Soroka and Wlezien (2010) show that preferences
for spending in a particular domain (e.g., defense or
social policy) are negatively related to spending in that
domain. Policy attitudes may also be governed by factors
less volatile than economic conditions. For example,
insomuch as it is associated with postmaterial values,
relative affluence might reduce incentives in citizens in
richer democracies to push for greater compensation in
the form of social policy (see Inglehart 1990).

Economic approaches give credence to the notion
that individual preferences are shaped by objective
conditions. In contrast, sociological approaches em-
phasize less mutable factors like institutions and
group memberships. A prominent example is Brooks
and Manza’s (2007) ‘‘embedded preferences’’ account
of social-spending levels in OECD (Organisation for
Economic Co-operation and Development) coun-
tries. Observing long-standing persistence in the
scope of the welfare state, they assert that ‘‘economic
change or crisis, by itself, would be insufficient to
fully dislodge the stakes individuals were assumed to
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have in existing institutions and social arrangements’’
(Brooks and Manza 2007, 103). A sociological ap-
proach to understanding policy attitudes would pre-
dict, for example, that citizens in encompassing
welfare-state regimes support higher levels of public
spending than those in means-tested systems (Larsen
2008). Others have found that religious traditions
influence preferences for activist government policies.
Likewise, factors that impinge on feelings of collective
identity, such as ethnic diversity, have been shown to
dampen support for policies outputs (Iida and
Matsubayashi 2010).

Policy Attitudes and the World
Economy: Compensation

or Constraints?

How does globalization figure into this, if at all? I
identify three distinct paths linking globalization to
policy attitudes. One argument, commonplace in the
political economy literature, is that globalization in-
creases public preferences for protection from more
volatile, less secure markets (Rodrik 1998). The reason
is that globalization presents a trade-off for govern-
ments. On the one hand, engaging in world markets
yields efficiency gains. However, in order to sustain-
ably reap these gains and diffuse public backlash,
policy makers must broker a bargain of ‘‘embedded
liberalism’’ by increasing spending and redistribute
wealth to the losers of globalization. More broadly,
this perspective holds that the organization of domes-
tic interests, as shaped by political institutions and
welfare-production regimes, works to diffuse the
impact of global economic forces (Hall and Soskice
2001; Iversen 2005; Swank 2002).

This compensation logic has much in common
with economic-based accounts of policy preferences:
Performance of the national economy affects citizen
welfare through changing price levels, employment (in)
security, the quality of publicly funded services, and so
on. Voters respond to these changes by demanding
‘‘more’’ or ‘‘less’’ policy (e.g., Soroka and Wlezien
2010). Thus, publics should prefer more in the way of
programs to redistributive wealth and prop up social-
insurance schemes as growth slows, becomes more
volatile, and/or as the distribution of incomes widens.
Assuming a positively skewed income distribution, and
assuming in advanced capitalist economies that the
costs attributable to globalization borne by the losers
are equal to or greater than the benefits awarded to the
winners, then we would expect globalization to be

associated with heightened public preferences for
policies to compensate the losers. The more reliant
the nation’s economy is on world markets, the more
likely citizens are to prefer policies for social protection.

Yet the micropolitical basis of this positive
globalization-spending connection remains underde-
veloped. Research examining individual responses to
globalization tends to emphasize material interests
produced by globalization’s asymmetrical effects on
individual welfare (e.g., Hays, Ehrlich, and Peinhardt
2005; Walter 2010). Though unstated, such argu-
ments rely on a particular pattern of associative
linkages (Sniderman et al. 1986). Specifically, indi-
viduals receive signals about the scope of the world
economy, update beliefs about their susceptibility to
market dislocations, and adjust the level of pressure
placed on governments to deliver policies to com-
pensate against risks. But what if voters fail to
respond to the particular stimuli—in this case, signals
from world markets—in this way? We might expect
a very different kind of voter response. Mass opinion
about globalization’s consequences may be filtered
not by changing perceptions of market-induced risk
(e.g., Rodrik 1998), but by changing beliefs about the
policy-maker capacity.

This alternative perspective is rooted in work on
the cognitive process of causal attribution. Many
researchers have demonstrated that the attribution
process affects political attitudes and behavior (e.g.,
Gomez and Wilson 2006; Lau and Sears 1981). These
studies suggest that the process of linking stimuli
to observed outcomes is far from straightforward.
Making causal attributions requires that individuals
are first informed about a stimulus and then that they
correctly associate that stimulus with its rightful
sources. And the quality and source of this informa-
tion affects the multistage attribution process in
‘‘multiple and sometimes confounding ways’’ (Gomez
and Wilson 2006, 130).

As with the attribution process, understanding
how market dependence bears on policy outcomes
requires individuals to make cause-and-effect con-
nections. This understanding may require some level
of sophistication on the part of voters. Recent work
on policy attitudes suggests, however, that all seg-
ments of society—not just sophisticates—incorporate
economic information into their policy opinions
(Enns and Kellstedt 2008). The capacity to make
associative linkages may also be communicated by
political elites. To capture the gains from competing
abroad, the argument goes, businesses must have
access to investment capital, export markets, and the
like. Such access can raise the costs of putting up taxes,
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of spending on popular services, and of priming
demand via expansionary policies. In the face of these
constraints, political elites wishing to shirk blame for
inaction have incentives to signal to the public that
globalization limits their policy room to maneuver.
Voters, in turn, will construct a path of associative
linkages in which heightened exposure to the world
economy tempers beliefs that national policy makers
can influence real outcomes. Citizens may still pressure
governments for policy, but at levels lower than those
they would in a closed-economy setting.

Note that this argument does not rest on whether
a ‘‘race to the bottom’’ is realized in terms of actual
policy decisions. Indeed, there is much to suggest
these arguments are overblown. What matters are
citizens’ perceptions of policy control. On this point,
there is little evidence to discredit the existence of
race-to-the-bottom reasoning at the level of individ-
ual citizens. Surveys show that majorities believe
globalization limits rather than enhances the policy
room to maneuver (e.g., Christensen 2001) and that
considerable shares of the public assign at least partial
responsibility for national economic conditions to
the world economy’s influence as opposed to, say, their
own government’s. As an example, Figure 1 plots the
percentage of respondents in 10 national surveys who
identified ‘‘the world economy’’ as most responsible
for national economic conditions against a broad index
of economic flows. Citizens in more globalized coun-
tries appear more likely to assign responsibility for
economic conditions to developments in world mar-
kets. If globalization means citizens perceive interna-
tional economic forces to play a role in national
economic conditions, then globalization may also affect
what citizens demand from policy makers by way of
reducing pressure for government policy responses.

The ‘‘compensation’’ and ‘‘constraint’’ arguments
produce opposite conclusions. One predicts a positive
connection between economic globalization and policy
demands, the other a negative one. However, both
assume that global economic signals affect public
opinion similarly with respect to policy areas. This
leaves open a third possibility, that globalization’s
effects on policy attitudes are heterogeneous. The
impact of signals from the world economy may vary
systematically by issue domain. Students of public
opinion have long known that public’s ability to make
sense of politics depends in part on issue domain
(Carmines and Stimson 1989; Converse 1964). For
certain issues, mass opinion is constrained; for others,
it is not. Issue domains also shape voter preferences for
government policy involvement. For example, in his
work on the dynamics of preferences for spending in

different domains, Wlezien reports evidence of a guns-
butter trade-off in the public’s preferred levels of public
spending, finding that preferences for social spending
decrease in response to preferences for greater defense
allocations. The public thus ‘‘seems to have a level of
spending in mind that it allocates to defense and
nondefense programs based on the need for defense
spending’’ (Wlezien 1995, 997).

The structure of issue politics plays an important
role in research on mass preferences. In Wlezien’s
work, the international political environment (cap-
tured in his data by the Soviet threat) shapes
Americans’ preferences for national defense which
in turn helps explain opinions on social spending.
Likewise, I argue the structure of issue politics is
critical for understanding how publics make sense of
the international economy. The constraint hypothesis
maintains that voters use information about the
world economy to downgrade expectations regarding
political control. But as work on attribution processes
indicates, this should be the case only when complex
and distinct pieces of political and economic informa-
tion can be brought into congruence.2

FIGURE 1 Objective Globalization and
Perceptions of World Economy
Responsible for Economic Conditions

2Gomez and Wilson’s (2006) work on distal associations and
heterogeneous attribution is related to this argument. Arguments
differ, however, in that their work emphasizes individual political
sophistication rather than the economic context (see also Hellwig
et al. 2008).
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Not all issues are equally affected by constraints
arising from the world economy. In some issue areas,
the information needed for connecting policy capac-
ity to policy demands is easily accessible. These
include issues on which policy contestation in de-
veloped welfare states has long been based—namely,
issues pertaining to the role of the state in the market
like jobs, redistribution, ownership, prices, and the
like. But in other areas, associative linkages are absent
or circuitous, thereby making it more difficult to bring
information into congruence. As regards processing
signals from the world economy, this characterizes
issues on which social divisions have traditionally been
less clear and/or secondary in salience. These include
cultural, postmaterial, or otherwise ‘‘noneconomic’’
issue domains.3

This argument anticipates compensation of a dif-
ferent sort—not of governments compensating los-
ers, but of citizens shifting their preferences in
awareness of room to maneuver constraints. Recogniz-
ing constraints on national-policy capacity in certain
issue areas (i.e., the economy), individuals may in
compensating fashion increase pressures for policy in
other areas. Given the relative ease of bringing
information about the assumed cause (exposure to
the world economy) and effect (the policy room to
maneuver) into congruence, voters should be able to
recognize the extent to which governments are con-
strained on economic matters. But in other issue
areas, achieving congruence is not as easy. Achieving
distal consistency between the external force of
globalization and the capacity for government action
on matters like health care, the environment, pen-
sions, and the like is difficult. Hence, public demands
for policy in these areas should remain high.4

This discussion informs three causal paths link-
ing globalization to policy attitudes. According to the
logic of the compensation argument, globalization is
a source of volatility and insecurity. So the public
demands more from government as protection from
social dislocations. Constraint-based reasoning pre-
dicts instead that citizens interpret greater exposure
to world markets as limiting the range of credible
policy responses. Such perceptions lead the public to
demand less in terms of a policy response. And
balancing demands draws on research in public opin-
ion and political psychology to qualify the constraint
argument according to issue area. Akin to constraint
arguments, it reasons that economic signals from
abroad to alleviate pressure on governments to deliver
solutions for issues related to the economy. But this is
not the case for domains where the structure of issue
politics and the absence of clarifying cues create
barriers to making distal associations. Citizens instead
compensate for reduced demands for government
action in the economy by increasing demands for
attention in other, noneconomic areas. Figure 2 sum-
marizes these three distinct causal pathways and their
empirical predictions.

These competing expectations are tested in a pair
of statistical analyses. The tests are complementary:
the first examines individual preferences and provides
well-specified measures of both economic- and non-
economic issue types. The second is conducted at the
aggregate level and while not measuring preferences
at the same level of detail, allows for an over-time test
of the three hypotheses. If the pair yields similar
results, then we can be all the more convinced in the
reliability of our findings.

FIGURE 2 Globalization and Policy Attitudes:
Hypotheses

3‘‘Economic’’ and ‘‘noneconomic’’ are used as shorthand for
policies pertaining to government action in material-based
compensation programs and policies and in other areas,
respectively.

4It might be argued that it is difficult to parse ‘‘economic’’ from
‘‘noneconomic.’’ Only a few issues may truly be designated
‘‘noneconomic’’ in the sense that they are budget neutral. My
argument is less heroic. I merely suggest that the public associates
certain issues as more or less related to economic policy, broadly
conceived. Others issues are more weakly associated with
economics frames. This assumption is not novel but finds
support in a large literature in political psychology which argues
that members of the mass public ‘‘follow some chain of
reasoning’’ to associate specific policy issues to a more general
set of considerations (Sniderman et al. 1986, 406). One such
chain of reasoning is for citizens to render policy judgments
according to perceptions of the degree to which government
action is constrained.
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Individual Cross-Sectional Analysis

The individual-level analysis employs public opinion
data from the 2006 International Social Survey
Programme’s (ISSP) Survey.5 As one of the ISSP’s
Role of Government Surveys, the 2006 entry includes
a set of items asking respondents for their opinions
on the proper role for government over a wide set of
policy issues. Respondents were asked ‘‘On the whole,
do you think it should or should not be the govern-
ment’s responsibility to:’’ provide a job for everyone
who wants one, keep prices under control, provide
health care for the sick, provide a decent standard of
living for the old, provide industry with the help it
needs to grow, provide a decent standard of living for
the unemployed, reduce income differences between
the rich and the poor, give financial help to university
students from low-income families, provide decent
housing for those who can’t afford it, and impose
strict laws to make industry do less damage to the
environment.

Item responses are on a 4-point scale from
‘‘definitely should be’’ to ‘‘definitely should not be’’
such that higher values indicate stronger support for
government policy involvement. The existence of
over-time changes in responses to these items in-
dicates they do not simply measure views on the
legally pre(pro)scribed purposes of government;
rather, they reflect changes in public views on the
areas where governments should be more or less
involved in delivering policy responses. As such, they
provide good measures of the underlying concept of
policy demands.

These items are used to create three measures of
policy preferences. The first combines the 10 items
additively, giving equal weight to each policy area. I
label this broad-based measure General Preferences.
The other two policy measures are generated from
factor scores. Principal-components factor analysis of
the 10 preference items reveal that they load on two
dimensions. The first dimension captures attitudes
on the proper role for the government as it relates to
economic or material concerns. Issues related to jobs
and unemployment, inequality, and prices all load
strongly on this dimension. The second dimension
captures a wider set of concerns mixing economic
concerns with welfare issues often framed in more

social or postmaterial terms such as health care and
the environment (see, e.g., Dalton 2008).6 I use these
dimensions to create two factor scores.7 Variation on
the first factor is driven chiefly by job provision,
redistribution, and unemployment protection. Vari-
ation on the second dimension is attributable mainly
to attitudes on health care, the environment, and
pensions. I label the first factor Economic Preferences
and the second Noneconomic Preferences.8

The key predictor is a measure of globalization.
To account for the broadest possible ways in which
the world economy impacts the nation’s economy,
I use Dreher’s (2006) index of an economy’s objective
level of exposure to world markets. The measure
combines information on foreign trade in goods and
services, foreign direct investment, portfolio invest-
ment, and income payments to foreign nationals.
I also perform analyses with other globalization
indicators as a way to gauge the robustness of results
(see below).

Models control for other macrolevel factors
shown to affect policy preferences. To address argu-
ments that changes to policy preferences are a positive
function of economic conditions (Stevenson 2001;
Wlezien 1995), models include per capita GDP, both
as the percent annual change and as (the natural log
of) national income. To address claims that the size
of the welfare state conditions public sentiment
favoring government action (Brooks and Manza
2007), I include a variable for welfare effort measured
in terms of social transfers as the after-tax change in
the Gini coefficient. To account for long-standing
cultural factors shaping public beliefs over the state’s
role in society, I follow Iida and Matsubayashi (2010)
and include a measure of ethnic diversity and
a measure of the percentages of Catholics in society.
Also included is a variable for federalism which, by

5Countries included are Australia, Canada, Denmark, Finland,
France, Germany, Ireland, Japan, Netherlands, New Zealand,
Norway, Portugal, Spain, Sweden, Switzerland, the United
Kingdom, and the United States. The online appendix provides
details on measures and sources for variables described below.

6Results are reported in the online appendix. In uncovering two
dimensions, one material and one postmaterial, this result is
consistent with work on the structure of issue attitudes (Kriesi
et al. 2008; also Soroka and Wlezien 2010, 77). Note that two
items, preferences for public provision of housing and financial
aid for university students, load strongly on both dimensions.
This makes sense on face-validity grounds as both of these
(particularly financial aid) are viewed in economic and non-
economic terms.

7Specifically, I first employ (varimax) rotation to the factor
loadings. I then create two new variables using regression scoring
techniques. Factor loadings reported in the online appendix.

8I do not claim that these two dimensions cleave neatly according
to issues that lie in and out of the economy. Instead, these labels
pertain to the general ways individuals view these two sets of
issues—a claim substantiated by much research.
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vertically diffusing powers, may temper preferences
for policy activism.9

Models include a set of individual-level covari-
ates. Two of these are particularly relevant with
respect to globalization. Compensation arguments
imply that losers of globalization will prefer more
levels of government activity and winners less. Ac-
cordingly, I construct a variable Globalization Loser.
Based on their human-capital endowments and
labor-market positions, individuals scoring high on
this measure are more likely to see their income levels
suffer on account of competition from abroad.10

Political knowledge may also matter insomuch as it
is required for individuals to receive signals from the
world economy and link them to policy outputs (but
see Enns and Kellstedt 2008). I thus include a measure
of the respondent’s subjective political knowledge.11

I also include measures for partisan dispositions.
Since left-leaning (right-leaning) partisans are more
(less) likely to prefer expansive policies, I include
indicator variables for individuals identifying with
a party on the left and right sides of the political
spectrum. The effects of partisanship may also stem
from the respondent’s view of the government of the
day. On the one hand, copartisans may demand less
from the government—e.g., they are more apt to see
the status quo in a positive light than are members of
other parties. Alternatively, copartisans may be more
likely to endorse active government because they
share similar policy preferences to those in power.
Finally, models control for formal education, occu-
pation, gender, and age.

Since covariates are measured both at the in-
dividual and country level, statistical analyses are
performed using hierarchical linear modeling with
random intercepts. Table 1 presents model estimates.
General Preferences is the dependent variable in
Model 1. Results show globalization losers, left-
leaning partisans, non-copartisans, the less educated,
and women are more likely to prefer government
involvement in all policy areas. National context also

matters: Individuals are more likely to demand
government policy if they reside in countries with
stronger growth rates, higher incomes, and policies in
place to reduce inequities and if they reside in
ethnically homogenous societies and in places with
greater proportions of Catholics. These results are
consistent with findings from previous research.
Note, however, that signals from the world economy
have no discernible impact, neither positively, per
the compensation hypothesis, or negatively, per the
constraint hypothesis.

The next two models examine preferences for
government responsibility in economic and non-
economic policy areas. Model 2 estimates show that
globalization negatively influences mass preferences
on economic areas. As indicated by the coefficient on
Globalization Flows, individuals demand less from
governments on matters such as jobs, redistribution,
and unemployment protections when exposure to
world markets is greater. More substantively, an
increase in the index akin to a move from the United
States (Globalization Flows 5 0.41) to the Netherlands
(0.95) reduces citizen preferences for government
provision of economic policy by about 10%.12

By increasing the importance of issues related to
economic globalization, parties can at the margin
steer policy preferences. This result is consistent
with an argument that globalization, working through
preferences of the electorate, places limitations on the
policy capacity of national governments.

Model 3 reports results for the ‘‘noneconomic’’
issue dimension. Comparing the determinants of
public demands on this second policy dimension to
the first is illuminating. Where globalization losers are
more likely to express support for government activity
in economic areas, being adversely affected by eco-
nomic openness has no bearing on one’s preferences in
noneconomic areas. We also see that political sophis-
tication has differential effects. Knowledge reduces
demands for economic intervention—ostensibly owing
to recognition of constraints—but not in noneconomic
areas. And, notably, estimates on all country-level
predictors differ between Models 2 and 3, in terms of
sign, precision, or both.

Again, our main interest is in the effect of global-
ization. While globalization depresses public demands
for policy directed to economic areas (Model 2),

9All macro measures are recorded from the year before the
particular country survey was in the field to allow for information
processing. I also ran models with a dummy variable for
European Union member countries, on grounds that EU mem-
bership also signals a diffusion of political control. In no
specification, however, was the EU indicator close to statistically
significant.

10Globalization Loser is constructed using information on re-
spondents’ income and occupation.

11Lacking an objective knowledge item, I employ a measure of
subjective knowledge: ‘‘I feel that I have a pretty good un-
derstanding of the important political issues facing our country.’’

12This result is produced by taking the difference between 0.95
and 0.41, multiplying it by the estimate on Globalization Flows
from Model 2 (20.77) and then expressing this result as
a percentage of the total in-sample range (excluding individuals
at the 1st and 99th percentile) on Economic Preferences (or 0.42/
4.12 5 0.10).
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preferences for government action on less overtly
‘‘economic’’ issues like health care or assistance to the
elderly are greater when exposure to the world economy
is high (Model 3). A change on the order of a move
from a relatively closed economy like the United States
to a relatively open one like the Netherlands is predicted
to increase the respondent’s preferences for noneco-
nomic policy by about 11%. This pair of results
underlines the conclusion that globalization’s impact
on preferences is contingent on policy domain.

Additional analyses, reported in the online ap-
pendix, speak to the robustness of these findings.
First, I examined whether results were sensitive to
alternative measures of the key predictor. I found that
findings are robust across several measures of glob-
alization, including broader-based indicators, such as
Dreher’s economic index combining flows with the
absence of policy restrictions, as well as narrower
components like trade flows and private capital flows.
Second, I considered whether messages about the
impact of the world economy stem more from elite
discourses than they do from these broad aggregated
measures. I do so by including in the models a
measure constructed from surveys of party experts

in which respondents were asked to evaluate the
importance of the world economy for the party’s
public issue stance (Vowles et al. 2010).13 Results
show that individuals who, by virtue of their partisan
attachments, receive signals about the importance of
globalization from party elites are less likely to make
demands with respect to the economic dimension but
not the noneconomic dimension. However, the in-
clusion of these elite-filtered signals has no bearing
on the impact of actual exposure to the world economy.
Third, I examined whether the globalization-attitudes
connection differs for globalization winners and losers.
Interactive specifications indicate that ‘‘winners’’ are
more likely than ‘‘losers’’ to reduce their demands for
policy activity under globalization. However, this is only

TABLE 1 Multilevel Models of Government Policy Responsibilities

Dependent Variable
General

Preferences (1)
Economic

Preferences (2)
Noneconomic
Preferences (3)

Globalization flows -.08 (.12) -.77** (.28) .91** (.44)
ΔGrowth .05** (.02) .10** (.05) .03 (.07)
GDP per capita .28** (.10) .49** (.22) .31 (.35)
Welfare effort .01** (.003) .04** (.01) -.003 (.01)
Ethnic Fractionalization -.004** (.001) -.0003 (.002) -.01** (.003)
Catholic .45** (.05) .93** (.12) .29 (.20)
Federalism -.10** (.04) -.29** (.10) .06 (.15)
Left partisan .12** (.01) .20** (.02) .14** (.02)
Right partisan -.17** (.01) -.29** (.02) -.17** (.02)
Copartisan -.06** (.01) -.08** (.02) -.09** (.02)
Globalization loser .05** (.01) .11** (.01) .01 (.01)
Political knowledge .004 (.003) -.02** (.01) .05** (.01)
Education -.04** (.002) -.10** (.01) -.004 (.01)
Female .10** (.01) .19** (.01) .09** (.01)
Age 35–49 -.02 (.01) -.12** (.02) .10** (.02)
Age 50–64 .002 (.01) -.08** (.02) .11** (.02)
Age 651 .04** (.01) .03 (.02) .12** (.02)
Constant -2.53** (.98) -5.39* (2.23) -4.07 (3.53)
Variance: Country level .003** (.001) .02** (.01) .04** (.01)
Variance: Individual level .19** (.002) .76** (.01) .89** (.01)

Wald chi square 2404.24** 2223.96** 487.12**

Note: Dependent variables are factor scores produced from the factor analyses described in the text and in the online appendix. The data
source for the public opinion data is International Social Survey Programme (2006). Cells report coefficients with standard errors in
parentheses. Number of individuals: 19,208, number of countries: 17.
*p # .10 (two-tailed), **p # .05 (two-tailed).

13Experts were asked ‘‘how important has the world economy
been to the parties in their public stance?’’ Using the median
response for each party, I constructed a series of indicators for
‘‘globalization is of great importance,’’ ‘‘globalization is of some
importance,’’ and ‘‘globalization is of little importance.’’ These
indicators are matched with respondents in the ISSP data file
based on their partisan affiliation, with respondents not ‘‘feeling
close’’ to any particular party receiving a code of 0. Comparisons
with party placements from other surveys (utilizing common
items, like left-right positions) suggest that results perform well.
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the case for Economic Preferences; the winner/loser
distinction has no bearing in shaping noneconomic
policy attitudes. Lastly, in recognition of claims that the
more sophisticated may be more likely to receive and
comprehend (globalization) signals, I estimate a set of
interactive models to test whether the influence of
globalization depends on the individual’s level
of political sophistication. With respect to Economic
Preferences, political sophistication has no effect: glob-
alization reduces policy demands regardless of knowl-
edge level. With respect to Noneconomic Preferences,
results show that the coefficient on Globalization Flows
is not statistically significant at lower levels of knowl-
edge, implying that sophistication assists voters to work
through complicated distal associations (e.g., Gomez
and Wilson 2006).14

In sum, while economic globalization has no
effect on general preferences for government action,
it has substantial effects on the composition of prefer-
ences. This suggests that citizens in open economies
adjust policy preferences based on their associative
linkages. They levy policy demands in different issue
areas in a way consistent with the relative influence of
the world economy on economic life. Globalization
alleviates pressures for policy makers to deliver policies
in so-called economic areas—that is, the very areas in
which the state has been involved since the postwar
settlement years. But it raises pressure for policy
makers to tend to citizen demands in other, less
directly ‘‘economic,’’ areas.

Macro Time-Series
Cross-Section Analysis

Evidence from the individual cross-sectional analysis
supports a balancing demands argument while pro-
viding no support for the simpler compensation or
constraint hypotheses. In this section, I report anal-
yses from an aggregate-level analysis which pools
multiple cross-sections from the ISSP surveys ranging
from 1986 to 2006. The macro analysis is beneficial
in that it allows for an over-time analysis. In doing so,
it helps address endogeneity considerations. It is

difficult, however, to conceive of this as an issue in
the case of public opinion and objective transborder
flows.

Items used to construct the policy preferences
measures described above are not available in all ISSP
survey waves spanning this time period. However,
two items were asked on several occasions: the item
on government’s responsibility to provide jobs and
the item on reducing income differences. Brooks and
Manza have shown that these two items ‘‘summarize
well the underlying dimension of mass policy pref-
erences that are measured by the larger set of ISSP
items’’ (2007, 41), such as found in the 2006 study
analyzed above. Moreover, we saw above that these
two load strongly (indeed, the most strongly) on the
first principal components dimension in the Role of
Government IV data set (see the online appendix). I
therefore pool the ISSP surveys which include using
these two items, performing a factor analysis of these
two items, and using country-year mean values on
the resulting scores to produce a macrolevel value of
Economic Preferences for each observation included in
the analysis.15 Values range from 20.89 for the
United States in 1985 to 0.94 in Portugal in 1999.
This variable is regressed on the same set of macro-
indicators as above.

Table 2 presents the results. To account for
unobserved unit (country) heterogeneity, models
are estimated with random effects via generalized
least squares.16 And since we are interested in the
causal effects of globalization—a measure which
trends over time—I include a battery of dummy

14Apart from these analyses, I also reestimated the three models
without the globalization measure to see whether it affected the
influence of other macro covariates. The only substantive finding
is that the coefficient on GDP per capita in the Economic
Preferences model (Model 2) is reduced by half and is no longer
statistically significant. Reestimating Model 2 without GDP per
capita, however, does not affect the coefficient on Globalization
Flows.

15Country-years include all those from the ISSP’s Religion I and
II and Role of Government I, II, III, and IV surveys for Australia,
Austria, Canada, Denmark, Finland, France, Germany, Ireland,
Italy, Japan, the Netherlands, New Zealand, Norway, Portugal,
Spain, Sweden, Switzerland, the United Kingdom, and United
States. Brooks and Manza (2007) adopt a similar approach.

16A commonly used alternative for addressing cross-unit hetero-
geneity (nonrandom error correlations and omitted variable bias)
is via country fixed-effects. Scholars recently have argued,
however, that inclusion of country-fixed effects erects a barrier
to inference, particularly for cross-sectionally dominant and
unbalanced panels such as the one here (e.g., Kittel and Winner
2005; Plümper and Troeger 2007). That said, if results of these
alternative specification yield the same qualitative results as
above, we can be all more assured that globalization reduces
public demands in economic policy domains. And this is exactly
what we find (see online appendix). I also estimate models with
Ordinary Least Squares (OLS) regression with robust standard
errors clustered by country, a procedure which provides correct
standard errors in the presence of unequal variance among the
error terms. Again, results are consistent with those reported in
Table 2.
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variables for survey-year to allow the model intercept
to vary over time to control for other common
trending factors. As with the cross-sectional analysis,
results reported in Model 1 show that mean levels
of Economic Preferences are higher in countries with
stronger economic performance, higher shares of
Catholics, and unitary (nonfederal) designs. And,
again, results show that exposure to the world
economy negatively affects public support for more
activist policies. Compare, for example, the global-
ization score for Italy in 1987 (29 on the 0–100 scale)
to that of Ireland in 2001 (98, just prior to the
September 11-induced economic contraction). The
difference between these two levels reduces Economic
Preferences by .46, or 25% of its total in sample range.
Or consider a change within a single country. In
Finland, the score on the index was 42 in 1985, rising
to 85 in 2001. Model estimates predict that such
a move matters for collective policy preferences,
reducing preferences for economic policy by 16%.
Once again, it appears that mass publics recognize the

constraints policy makers face and adjust demands
accordingly. 17

What about aggregate preferences for policies
considered by many as falling outside the purely
economic/material domain such as health, the envi-
ronment, and pensions? Unfortunately, for many
ISSP surveys, items to construct the noneconomic
preference measures are not available. It is, however,
possible to analyze noneconomic preferences over
a smaller sample using those surveys which included
measures the two policy responsibility items which
load most strongly on second-factor dimension:
health care and provision of a quality standard of
living for the elderly. For this subset of surveys (43
county-years in all), I created a measure of country-
survey mean values as described above. The second
model in Table 2 reports results on this reduced set of
cases. Consistent with a balancing demands argu-
ment, the coefficient on the globalization flows index
is positive and statistically significant.18

Results from the macro analyses reiterate those
from the micro: when it comes to public preferences,
economic globalization constrains policy demands in
areas related to economic performance, stability, and
equity. To compensate voters balance, requesting for
greater assistance in those areas which they believe to
be relatively less susceptible to worldwide markets.
The consistency across two data analyses, covering
different times and levels of aggregation, provides
solid evidence in support of the balancing demands
hypothesis.

Isolating the Causal Mechanism

The above analyses support the argument that signals
from the world economy matter for policy prefer-
ences. And just how these signals matter supports
a ‘‘balancing demands’’ reasoning in which voters

TABLE 2 Macro Models of Government Policy
Responsibilities

Economic
Preferences (1)

Noneconomic
Preferences (2)

Globalization flows -.66*
(.36)

.62*
(.35)

ΔGrowth .04*
(.02)

.01
(.02)

GDP per capita -.16
(.35)

.10
(.30)

Welfare effort .02
(.01)

.01
(.01)

Ethnic fractionalization .003
(.004)

-.01**
(.003)

Catholic .45**
(.18)

.17
(.17)

Federalism -.39**
(.14)

-.39**
(.13)

Constant 1.65
(3.71)

-1.27
(3.63)

N 70 43
R2 .55 .68
rho .32 .62

Note: Dependent variable is factor score produced from the factor
analyses of ISSP survey items on government responsibility for
providing employment and for reducing income inequality
(Model 1) and for government provision of health care and
a quality standard of living for the elderly (Model 2). Cells report
generalized least squares (GLS) panel random-effects estimates
with standard errors in parentheses. All models allow the
intercepts to vary according to year.
*p # .10; **p # .05; (two tailed).

17To assess model sensitivity, I reestimated Table 2 models while
dropping one case at a time. For Model 1, the coefficient on
Globalization Flows is statistically significant and signed in the
negative direction for every case. For Model 2, the coefficient on
Globalization Flows is a positively signed in all cases and is
statistically significant at conventional levels in all cases but one
(when the Japan 2007 observation is omitted the p-value falls to
0.21).

18This result is robust to an alternative robust-cluster specifica-
tion. I also estimated the Noneconomic Preferences model with
country fixed effects. The coefficient on Globalization is in the
expected positive direction, though not precisely estimated.
However, with very few degrees of freedom, this result comes
as little surprise.
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receive information about the scope of global eco-
nomic activity, make policy-specific associative link-
ages about constraints on the room to maneuver, and
adjust their policy demands accordingly. The struc-
ture of issue attitudes and the diversity of associative
linkages are such that while citizens recognize con-
straints imposed by world markets, they do not
interpret the salience of these constraints to be similar
across issue areas. In short, the effects are heteroge-
neous rather than constant, and the mechanism is by
way of (un)constrained policy makers rather than
pressures to be compensated for market dislocations
(see Figure 2).

Readers may still be skeptical, however, as to
whether observing the effect of some aggregate
measure on policy demands—negative in the case
of economic issues, positive for the others—offers
sufficient support for this particular mechanism. Are
preferences in fact moved by perceptions of policy
constraints? Globalization signals may be filtered in
other ways. For example, it may be that rather than
inferring from their policy makers’ capacity to affect
real outcomes, individuals instead are guided by their
own knowledge about politics, long-term ideologies,
or some other individual-level attribute.

The ISSP surveys do not include items appropri-
ate for navigating these issues. In particular, they do
not allow the analyst to separate individual beliefs in
the room to maneuver from beliefs in globalization
more generally. However, 2008 New Zealand Election
Study (NZES; Vowles et al. 2008) includes a set of
subjective perceptions items specially designed to iso-
late these effects. In order to tap the room to maneuver,
the survey asks: ‘‘In your opinion, does globalization of
the economy leave the New Zealand government with
a great deal, quite a lot, not very much, or hardly any
room to make its own decisions about its economic
policies?’’ With this item, I create a measure Room to
Maneuver Constraints, coded such that high values
convey beliefs that national policy makers are heavily
constrained by globalization. Low values connote
beliefs that the international economy has little effect
on policy decisions.

A second item is used to examine an alternative
compensation basis for understanding policy prefer-
ences. Respondents were asked: ‘‘Some people say
that in response to international economic forces, the
government should do more to manage prices, create
jobs, and help people whose livelihood is affected by
trade. Other people disagree. What do you think? Do
you think the government should do more, that the
amount of government involvement is about right, or
that the government does too much already?’’ With

this question I create Government Compensation. The
variable is coded such that higher values are for those
saying the government should do more, and lower
values are for those saying the government already
does too much.

I use these two perceptions measures as predic-
tors in a model of public policy preferences. Like the
ISSP studies, the NZES asks respondents to evaluate
the government’s responsibility in several areas, in-
cluding jobs, benefits for the unemployed and for the
elderly, public housing, health care, and education.19

These items are again used to produce composite
indicators of individuals’ policy preferences. The Gen-
eral Preferences variable is simply the six-item average.
Preferences for ‘‘economic’’ and ‘‘noneconomic’’ pol-
icies are produced by using regression factor scoring.
Once again, principal components analysis produces
two dimensions. The online appendix shows that the
first dimension is again informed mainly by opinions
on the unemployed, public housing, and job provision
and the second by health care and education.

I estimate three models, one for each of the three
preference measures, using OLS regression.20 Along
with perceptions of constraint and compensation,
models control for partisan attachments, political
ideology, knowledge, and demographics. Model results,
reported in the online appendix, are similar to those
reported in Table 1. However, by separating room to
maneuver effects and compensation effects, the analysis
sheds light on the causal process accounting for why
globalization’s effects on popular preferences are do-
main-specific. First, consider perceptions of the room
to maneuver. Constraint perceptions have no effect on
general policy preferences. They do, however, affect
policy demands in the economic issue areas. And the
effect is negative (bconstraint 5 -0.08), meaning that
individuals who agree that their government is unable
to ‘‘make decisions about its economic policies’’ de-
mand less in the way of policy response. And the effect
of these room to maneuver constraints on the ‘‘non-
economic’’ issue dimension carries a positive sign
(bconstraint 5 0.04), albeit not attaining conventional

19Question wording for the items on jobs, housing, health care,
the unemployed, and the elderly are nearly identical to those
found in the ISSP 2006 survey. In all cases, respondents selected
one of four responses ranging from ‘‘definitely should’’ to
‘‘definitely shouldn’t.’’ The survey did not include items on
income differences, prices, aid to industry, or the environment.

20Along with perceptions of constraint and compensation,
models control for partisan attachments, political ideology,
knowledge, and demographics. The data are weighted prior to
estimation according education, age, and gender. Given the
presence of missing data, results are produced by combining five
imputed data sets.
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levels of statistical significance. In tandem, these results
are broadly consistent with the balancing-demands
hypothesis: constraints arising from country ties to the
world economy reduce policy demands, but only in
certain ‘‘economic’’ areas.21

The compensation path produces different re-
sults. Here, the influence of perceptions of govern-
ment compensation does not affect general
preferences or economic preferences. Regressing
noneconomic preferences on this Government Com-
pensation variable returns a positive coefficient
(bcompensation 5 0.053, with standard error 0.029).
This suggests that preferences for policy action on
this second-factor dimension, pertaining mainly to
government provision of health care and education,
is greater for individuals who believe the government
should do more ‘‘to manage prices, create jobs, and
help people whose livelihood is affected by trade.’’
This finding implies a kind of compensation logic in
the minds of the voters; however, these beliefs have
no effect on policy attitudes on the first dimension
pertaining to unemployment insurance, jobs pro-
vision, and the like. And it is precisely on this
economic dimension that, per compensation-type
arguments, we would expect to find the strongest
evidence (e.g., Burgoon 2001, 534–46).

This ancillary analysis has probed alternative
paths through which exposure to the international
economy shapes individuals’ policy demands. Disag-
gregating by type of policy domain and, now, by
different kinds of perceptions of globalization’s ef-
fects, finds that the logic underlying a balancing-
demands argument is based on room to maneuver
perceptions and not on beliefs in government’s role
to compensate for newfound volatility.

Conclusion

Despite much attention to the domestic consequen-
ces of globalization, studies on the effect of market
integration on politics as mass politics are few and far
between. Research remains focused on how the
organization of institutions, firms, and labor shapes
connections between the international economy and
national policy outcomes. Perhaps as a consequence,
our understanding of how the movement of goods,
services, and capital matters for connections

between voters and their representatives remains
underdeveloped.

This article provides the first cross-national in-
vestigation of how the external economic environ-
ment shapes public demands for policy. The focus
has been on the key intermediate step of mass
preferences—a step glossed over by studies out of
international and comparative political economy
tradition. Evidence from two levels of aggregation
and over different time frames finds that publics in
more globalized economies are not more but less
likely to view their government as responsible for
delivering policies to improve economic perfor-
mance, equality, and stability. Objective economic
globalization also shapes policy preferences by exert-
ing greater pressures on policy makers to act in those
areas where they are (still) deemed effective like
health, pensions, and the environment. By recenter-
ing debates on the voter, we find that the political
impact of globalization is more nuanced. It is neither
accurate to conclude that globalization produces
constraining effects nor to suggest they give rise to
off-setting compensatory actions. Rather, publics use
information about integration in world markets to
recalibrate their preferences, shifting demands away
from economic issues and toward other domains.
Globalization, in short, changes the composition of
preferences.

This conclusion should be of interest to students
of international and comparative political economy
where questions of ‘‘constraint’’ and ‘‘compensation’’
have dominated debates for some time. Findings
from this study suggest that public preferences are
a critical intermediary between exposure to the world
economy and decisions made by policy makers.
Findings also speak to unresolved issues in how
globalization affects public opinion. For example,
some researchers report evidence that globalization
weakens perceptions of the policy room to maneuver
(Hellwig, Ringsmuth, and Freeman 2008). Others
disagree, finding no evidence that globalization
shapes citizen perceptions of who’s in power can
‘‘make a difference’’ (Vowles 2008). Evidence re-
ported here suggests these opposing conclusions
might be reconciled by considering how globalization
shapes policy control in different policy domains. In
turn, this work shows that while globalization matters
for opinion representation, its affects are likely to be
contingent on type of issue opinion.

These findings break ground for further inquiry.
First, it is clear that the consequences of economic
globalization for domestic politics range beyond their
effects on policy outcomes. It is equally clear that in

21Additional analyses of the six policy areas separately show that
this negative relationship between room to maneuver constraints
and policy demands is mainly attributable to preferences for
government provision of jobs and unemployment insurance.
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a democracy the preferences of the electorate matter.
However, the process by which the electorate forms
beliefs about globalization is not well understood.
Analyses reported here enhance our understanding of
belief formation as it relates to signals from the world
economy. More work is needed, however, to probe
alternative causal linkages. Second, little effort has
been devoted to understanding how globalization
matters for the electoral connection. Do exogenous
constraints, be they real or merely perceived, alter the
extent to which governments respond to the median
voter? In turn, does globalization matter for how
representatives are then evaluated by citizens at the
polls? By demonstrating the policy-specific paths
through which market integration shapes policy
demands, this study provides motivation for address-
ing these questions in further detail.
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